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About This Game

In a world where war has been waged for 80 years, the general public revel in televised transmissions of battles, which rage right
across the globe.

The best soldiers have become celebrity A-listers and their fights draw incredibly huge bets.

You take on the role of one of these soldiers and have to forge a career for yourself as a champion, idolized by the masses! If
you get tired of the massacring, join up with the resistance and fight the system. They’ve seen you're a natural born leader!

KEY POINTS:

Bet and kill to earn enough money to survive

Travel the four corners of the earth, with more than 40 champions to beat in 25 missions

Non-linear storyline with two possible endings
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Full, evolving arsenal with over 40 weapons

Two endings - choose your own destiny
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I only ever played the demo for this, when I was like 13. I thought it was cool at the time but I dont think Steam existed back
then, and you had to buy games retail, never could find it

Was ok for about an hour of 2005 nostalgia, but the game's pretty baaaaaad

Sound design is the most annoying, its not even sound design its more like sound asset ripping.
Noises that sound like radio crackling when you walk... all the guns sound the same... I put the game down when Heard
computers making generic cash till sounds. This game is horrible, the fact you have to spend in game currency to save is obsurd.
On top of that you can only save once at a save point. The AI is dumb, especially on escort mission. I had an engineer run
outside a building and get killed only for me to restart back to last save point which are far between. The whole premise is
supposed to be about a game show, but it is a campaign with the boss battles. These boss battles are where it turns into a games
show. The worst part about it is you only have 1 minute to defeat these bosses...1 minute. You cannot pick up ammo, it has to be
purchases at these purchase stations, which you also pay to repair armor. There are no health packs only repairing your armor at
these stations, which again are far in between. The Voice scting is pretty bad and you cannot skip in game cutsences. Some of
the enemy bosses have flashbang bullets, which means everytime they shoot you, your screen turns white and you cannot see. I
have lost many matches because of this dumb crap, having to revert back to last save point and redo part of level again. On top
of all that, I reached a level in the game where my character could not move. I watched a cutscene where my character
parachuted in and then was ordered to steal explosives then, as soon as cutscene ended... i could not move at all, could not even
change weapons. Terrible game with a game breaking bug. classic game, first time played it more than a decade ago when we
still had gaming magazines that included demos on CD's
loved the game back then as a kid and i finally got around to playing it as a whole game, it did not disappoint me

game is a masterpiece of its time.. Awesome game, great story, deff worth the price. the game play is great. An original concept,
a mediocre plot, lack of good gameplay mechanics and poor technical design make for a very bland and frustrating shooter.

What IS really fun:
- idea about a world in which wars are televised and you can bet your buck on some soldier-murderer that fights other of its kind
- some weapon and vehicle designs (this game takes place in the same universe as the horrible Iron Storm game)
- power armors

What sucks really bad here:
- you reload weapons not on ammo basis but on a whole clip basis (like in Rainbow Six) - this is of course realistic but really
sucks in an action packed game
- some Champions are so overpowered by the use of some hallucinogenic effects that they are nearly impossible to beat
- this is an arcade shooter mostly, no iron sights, no point in crouching your way and finding best place to shoot, etc. You'll be
stormed by groups of enemy soldiers, you'll get hurt a lot and you'll need to spend A LOT of cash on armor repairs and ammo
for weapons. It is really a pain.
- some weapons are borderline usesless - almost any shotgun, gas thrower (flamer), standard machine gun (combat rifle is ok)
- limited savepoints and saving that costs ingame cash - think checkpoints where you need to spend cash to save a game. Duh?

This is a failed attempt at something actually original in its concept. I advice you to pass on this game as it is really rough pretty
much everywhere therefore I do not recommend this game.

----------
For anyone interested in joining in on completing your own backlog; check it out here - 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog/discussions/5/530645446320364338/. Initial impressions - sound
design is meh. Animations and graphics are dated, as to be expected since the game was released in 2005.
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Controls are weird; if you've been running and let off the W key, you will sometimes stop immediately and other times you will
slide about 5 feet. This seems to happen no matter what terrain you are on.

some of the special powers are also stupid. Guns that blind you whenever you get hit seem like a cool idea right when you start,
but in order to get your vision back you need to stop getting hit, which requires cover, which you can't find since you're blind.
The hallucinogen grenades are ♥♥♥♥ing stupid. "Let's give an AoE attack that some bosses can spam that is even more
frustrating than the blind guns because you can see you just will never be able to accurately shoot."

There is a huge weapon imbalance as well. There is no reason to run with an AR or Commando rifle, since the SMG's seem to
have better accuracy, more damage, and a higher magazine capacity (which is greatly important for this game, since a mag you
drop, even if you only fired one round out of it, is GONE until you get a chance to buy more ammo). The sniper rifles as a class
are also obscenely strong; you can two shot anyone except the most heavily armored mooks with headshots. Those heavy armor
mooks take 3, while it will take multiple MAGAZINES to spray down those heavy armored mooks with an AR/Commando
rifle.

Shooting mechanics. Standard FPS, although for whatever stupid reason your zoom function is bound to your mousewheel click.
Snipers are overpowered (in your hands, not the AI. The AI snipers suck) not just in terms of damage they deal, but also because
this game seems to have some compensation for where you aim with the snipers, at least at the difficulty I played at. Several
times, I would be aiming high chest and I would get headshot kills. I probably got more headshots like that than I did actually
aiming at the head. Object hitboxes also tend to be weird, and you often can't tell until you've fired a shot into a clear area that it
was actually an invisible wall.

All in all, I ended up ragequitting at stage 7. Not because the game was hard, but because a few minor irritants and one major
one all added up to the game not being fun to play.

3/10, would NOT recommend.. Good oldschool game.
Awesome actions and story.
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I really like the concept and the gameplay kinda feels like Halo 1, but the later BoS aren't fun at all. They flashbang all the time
and there is no throwing animation so you also don't see the grenade flying, but still get flashed all the time so I have to fire
blind at them ALL THE TIME. Also the hitboxes are terrible especially with the mech, you basicly have to stand right in front
of the enemy to hit or your bullets will hit the wall.. Good game but doesn't work on windows 10
Buy it if you have window 7. Graphics seemed pretty good to me considering the year it came out at(2005).

Controls is a little awkward and by little I mean quite a lot. It will take time to get adjust to them. The sensitivity is not like most
other shooter games.

Voice acting is pretty messed up as well.

Fights overall are pretty tough and intense but in a good way. Though, You may find yourself killed by same enemy again and
again as some BOS fights can get really tough making you go into tactics rather than running and gunning.

The storyline isn't much good imo. Plus, It has been executed in a confusing manner but still easily understandable. I liked the
ending part(Not gonna give spoilers but not a "and they lived happily ever after" game). I found story to be a boring tbh but that
is just me.

The theme of the game is pretty cool. Original and interesting setting for the game to happen.

Economic system of the game is pretty interesting imo. I really liked it. Blindly spraying or charging on multiple enemies
without engineer have its consequences. It encourages head-shots, multiple kills and so on with less and less spraying.

Weapons are quite limited imo but the already existing ones are quite enough to suit all game play styles. It is quite
customizable.

NPC can be quite dumb at times tho but that can actually make you laugh.

Did ran into some bugs while playing and some mission-breaking ones as well but nothing a re-load can't fix. Just load the last
save file and kaboom.

I found companions not to be of much help apart from engineer. The rest while seemingly interesting didn't do much.

There are some cons, yes but I believe the gameplay and the game design overwhelms it.

If you have some extra bucks lying around or you find the game on sale, Buy it. But if not, Then don't worry - You aren't
missing out on something like a legend. Game is good but not like legend stuff(Tho it can entertain you for many hours).. This
game had so much potential and it is sad to see it wasted. Graphics may not be too appealing at first glance, but this can be
forgiven - after all this game is over ten years old and I would dare to say it aged quite well. Story is flat and we all know it from
American action movies - ex soldier, loses family, needs to have his revenge. Does it sound familiar? However, this also can be
forgiven. Mechanics are often choppy, this can be forgiven too. However, I stopped playing after nearly 3 hours of gameplay for
one single reason - this game is boring as hell. When I hear words such as: FPS, revenge, shooting, I expect action, thrill and
dynamic gameplay. This game does not have any of this. Maps are too long, AI of both enemies and allies is predictable and
often lacks the "intelligence" part. After two missions I already felt tired. It's not a good sign when game makes you feel like if
you are running a full time job playing it. A job you hate and no one pays you for.. fine game for the realese date and price :)
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